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Pilot deployments are taking place: are we ready for a worldwide deployment?
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Global Deployments of Quantum Key Distribution



Secure key rates
• Increased from kb/s to Mb/s

• Single link range increased to > 300 km

• Novel quantum-based protocols with realistic security assumptions 
promise a dramatic increase in key rate and range  

Security
• Rigorous security proofs developed with quantified failure probability

• Implementation security better understood

• Novel protocols robust against implementation flaws demonstrated

Quantum Networks
• Integration in core, metro, access, mobile now demonstrated

• No longer necessary to use expensive dedicated dark fibre

• Remarkable progress in satellite-based QKD

The QKD technology is growing fast



Interoperability of systems from different manufacturers

Integration into conventional telecom networks

Stimulate application development on common interfaces

Stimulate a component supply chain for Quantum Technologies

Security assurance

Are Industrial Standards keeping the pace?

Adapting M. Mosca’s words to our context:  We need Industrial Standards for QKD now!

Standards are essential for the future of the Quantum Technologies:

There is no QKD infrastructure yet: “forward-looking standards” (*)

(*) R. Alleaume et al,  "Worldwide standardization activity for quantum key distribution," in Globecom Workshops (GC Wkshps), p.656 (2014).



ETSI Industry Specification Group in QKD

ISG-QKD established in 2008 “to develop ETSI Group Specifications describing  
quantum cryptography for ICT networks”

Membership comprises large industry, telecom operators, SMEs, NMIs, 
government labs, universities

Publishes GS Documents based on best practice in QKD use cases, module and 
components specification, ontology and implementation security

Current structure: Chairman (A. Shields, Toshiba) and 3 Vice-Chairmen (N. Lütkenhaus, 
Waterloo University; M. Peev, Huawei Tech; A. Hasekioglu, Tubitak Uekae)

New members are welcome!



Current Work Items in ETSI QKD ISG  

Device and Communication Channel Parameters for QKD Deployment
• Defining a common language between QKD supplier and QKD user

Characterisation of optical components for QKD systems
• Parameters and test procedures for components  that impact on system security

Implementation security: Trojan horse attacks in one-way QKD systems
• Ensure that implementations are secure against attacks

Ontology, vocabulary and terms of reference
• Create a vocabulary for QKD and explain definitions and concepts borrowed from cryptography

There are currently 4 Work Items in the QKD ISG



QKD deployment

Characteristics of QKD devices and channels for the deployment on a point-to-point link

• Characterization of systems performance (security, key rate, raw key, …)

• Communications interfaces, channel allocation

• Size of device, power requirements, rack-ability 

• Quantum channel: attenuation vs. wavelength, tolerable dispersion and noise

• Classical channel: rate, latency, stability

A matter of perspective

• The relevant quantities are different for the “QKD provider” (fixed QKD setup) and                              

the “QKD operator”, e.g. a Telecom provider (fixed channel infrastructure)



…later on nicely summarised by R. Alleaume

QKD deployment

QKD ISG #16, Vienna 2014



Optical components characterisation

Specifications and procedures for the characterisation of QKD optical components

• Characterising inner components of a QKD

• Stable draft

Light source

• Clock frequency; output pulse rep rate; mean photon number /
source power; stability of mean output optical power;                                                                                
source wavelength and linewidth

• Poissonian nature of emitted pulses

Detectors

• Detector gate repetition rate; dark count probability; detection efficiency and linearity factor;              
dead time, recovery time, reset time; jitter and efficiency profile; spectral responsivity

A matter of perspective
• The relevant quantities are different if the test is executed by an independent authority (QKD box 

as a whole) or by the QKD provider (direct access to the components in the box)



Implementation Security

Investigate security loopholes of real QKD systems

• Small deviations between ideal and real system could be exploited by Eve 

• Passive or active attacks may provide Eve information while she remains unnoticed

• We need to catalogue known attacks and define the best experimental practice to counteract them

A matter of perspective
• The best practice described in the standard depends on who will eventually use it, whether a    

QKD provider (can detail its own security analysis) or a QKD operator, e.g. a Telecom company 
(needs the rate equations to be included in the standard)

optical fibre 
encoded single photons

Eve: exploits difference between 
theory and practical implementation



Example: Trojan Horse Attack

The first attack considered is the Trojan-horse(*)

• Eve injects bright light into Alice and measures weak back-reflections 

• Eve might determine info about Alice’s settings without causing disturbance!

(*) Vakhitov et al, JMO 2001; Gisin et al, PRA 2006; Lucamarini et al, PRX 2015.
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To protect against Trojan-horse, we need to

• Bound 𝜇in using a physical mechanism (LIDT, 2011 ISO standard 21254-1)

• Relate 𝜇in to 𝜇out with parameters controllable by Alice (optical isolation of the transmitter, ~ 170dB)

• Relate 𝜇out to privacy amplification via the security proof (only informative in the current draft)
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Summary 

Several large QKD network deployments underway worldwide 

Important to define industrial standards now

Standards are essential for future interoperability  

To assure customers that technology is implemented securely

To stimulate markets for components, systems and applications

Thank you!


